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Heterogeneity, 483
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Multicomponent flow, 245
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Reservoir simulation, 6
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Residence-time distribution, 479, 490
Residual equations, 294
Residual saturation, 233
Result handler, 419
Retrograde condensate gas, 387
Retrograde gas condensate, 366, 377
Reynolds number, 399
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Richards’ equation, 256
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$R_s$–factor, 371, 372, 375, 381, 383, 385
Run-length encoding, 89
$R_v$–factor, 371, 372, 375
S–shape, 251
SAIGUP data set, 46, 97
Sand screen, 396
Sandstone, 22
Saturated, 368, 375
Saturation, 232
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effective, 238, 241
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Saturation equation
  phase-potential formulation, 256
two-phase compressible, 254
two-phase incompressible, 250
Schedule, 340, 402, 418, 457, 462
Schur-complement, 184
Secondary production, 4
  waterflooding, 4
Sedimentary environment, 23
Sedimentary rocks, 21
Self-sharpening wave, 261
Sequential fully implicit, 420
Sequential solution, 292
Shale, 22, 239
Shallow marine, 24, 28, 42
Shear factor, 217
Shock wave, 261
Shrinkage factor, 247, 371
Simulation model, 7, 401
Skin factor, 125, 394
Solution gas-oil ratio, 247, 371, 375, 381
Source terms, 145
Sparsity pattern, 167
SPE 10 data set, 41
Specific gas, 373
Specific gravity
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  liquid, 372
Stability analysis, 284
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  pressure, 145
  saturation, 145
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Stock-tank, 364
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Storage coefficient, 257
Stratigraphic grid, 72
Stratigraphic trap, 27
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Structural model, 31, 47, 49
Subset extraction, 99
Summary file, 405
Supercritical state, 361
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Surface tension, 234
Sweep efficiency, 487
Sweep region, 480, 496
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Tarbert, 42
Tessellation, 63
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Thermal expansion
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Thermal: single-phase, 220
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Time-of-flight, 129, 153
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forward, 478
per influence region, 482
Time-step
chopping, 297, 393
control, 297, 415, 463
selection, 416, 439
Topological sort, 309
Tortuosity, 38
Tracer, 129, 156
Tracer distribution, 130
Transmissibility, 16, 133
Transport equation, 250
Trial function, 180
Triple point, 360
Truncation error, 174, 285
Two-point scheme, 16
conditionally consistent, 175
derivation, 132–133
half-transmissibility, 133
implementation, 150
linear system, 133
nonlinear TPFA, 200
transmissibility, 133
Unconditionally stable, 283
Unconventional reservoirs, 239
Undersaturated, 368, 375
Unsaturated flow, 256
Upper Ness, 42
Upscaling, 559
arithmetic average, 564
fallback strategy, 585
flow diagnostics, 581
flow-based, 570
generic conditions, 579
geometric average, 564
global, 579
harmonic average, 564
harmonic-arithmetic, 567
ill-posed problem, 564
laboratory boundary conditions, 570
local-global, 579
oversampling, 578
parallel layers, 566
periodic, 571
permeability definition, 564
perpendicular layers, 565
positive transmissibilities, 577
power average, 564
specific conditions, 579
transmissibility, 575
volume average, 561
well indices, 584
Wiener bound, 564
Upstream mobility weighting, 279
Upwind scheme, 278
Vadose zone, 256
Vanishing viscosity, 273
Vaporization curve, 362
Vaporized oil–gas ratio, 247, 371, 375
Variable elimination, 436
Variable switching, 393
Velocity reconstruction, 218
Vertical equilibrium, 450
Viscosibility, 380
Viscosity
gas, 374
oil, 378
water, 379
Viscous fingering, 307
Volatile oil, 360, 367, 377
Volumetric partition, 479
Voronoi, 66, 104
Water coning, 313
Water content, 257
Waterflooding, 4
Well allocation factor, 482, 581
Well head, 365
Well model
crossflow, 395
flow rate, 208
frictional pressure drop, 398, 457
hydrostatic pressure, 208
inflow-performance relation, 122
injectivity index, 122
mobility calculation, 395
multisegment, 397
Peaceman, 126–128, 169
productivity index, 122
scaling, 443
simple valve, 398, 457
skin, 125
surface rate, 209
well control, 209, 428, 451
Well pair, 480
Well placement, 502
Well-pair region, 480
Wells, 121, 338
crossflow, 395
data structure, 147
data structure, 147
frictional pressure drop, 398, 457
flow rate, 147
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multisegment, 339, 455
simple, 457
Wet gas, 382
Wettability, 234
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non-wetting, 234
oil wet, 235
water wet, 235
wetting, 234
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